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This report is updating the analysis of down ticket race performance of “tight races” we identified 

back in our August report of irregularities. 

The margin between the Presidential campaign results, has to fraudulent due to the Republican 

Candidate performance in the race our original report was deemed, “too close to call”.  Our 

prediction of these State House races, shows us that the Republicans won every race of the sixteen 

that were “too close to call”. 

These were districts, 34, 43, 44, 45, 47, 67, 73, 97, 98, 110, 117, 132, 138, 145, 147 and 164. 

The eight races Democrats had an edge, were all won by Republicans with an average margin of 

8.09% 

The eight races Republicans had an edge, were all won by Republicans with an average margin of  

12.53% 

The average of all races is 10.3%.  The “to close to call” percentage from the original report was 

based on predicted margins of less than 1,000 votes. 

Using these sixteen, even toss up races, in an extraction from all the races, shows the probability 

that President Trump actually received the victory I Georgia by a 10% margin. 

The total number of votes for the Presidential race is 4,998,482. 

The total number of votes for all State House seats, are 4,555,906.  This means that there is a 

difference of 443,386 votes less in the House seat races than the Presidential race.  This number 

of ballots is very suspect of being fraudulent for the Presidential race.  These ballots that have only 

votes for President, must be immediately have their integrity scrutinized. 

Using the percentages of our “too close to call” races of equal number, we see: 

the 8.09% margin, Trump probably won 2,461,837 to Biden’s 2,274,320. 

Trump’s margin of victory was 200,187 votes. 

 

the average between Races that leaned Democrat and those that leaned Republican, we see a 10% 

margin of victory for Trump, probably winning 2,461,837 to Biden’s 2,227,057. 

Trump’s margin of victory was 247,450 votes. 

 

the maximum percentage represented by the Republicans winning races they were leaning in for 

victory, the average margin of victory is 12.53%, which gives Trump’s 2,461,837 over Biden’s 

2,164, 452.  Trump’s margin of victory was 310,055 votes. 



 


